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PREFACE

With the introduction of the real distinction into modern

scholastic philosophy the possibility of defining a meaningful
aesthetic becomes very real.

With the work of the non-scholastics

and such philosophers as Maritain and Gilson it has become possible

to be more than a scholastic essentialist and interpret the reality
of our times in an intelligent Christian manner.

With modern thought

returning to an interpretation of reality based on finality it is

importantant that the dynamism which is always attractive be made

to come to terms with authentic thomistic teaching.
It is with this purpose in mind, to link a dynamism to the

philosophy of St. Thomas,that this paper is written.
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INTRODUCTION PART I

Through the history of thought the term nature has enjoyed a

mercurial reputation; at no time in its history did the term fall
so much out of favor as in the modern period following the break

down of scholasticism.

Comtemperorary man falls heir to this pos

itivistic period where order and finality had no meaning or following

save in the rigid essentialistic remanants of the once dominant
philosophy of the Middle Ages.

As contemperorary thought begins to shake the positivistic

attitude which inebriated the moderns, natures are making a modest
comeback; with the chaos of subjectivism in art, poetry, and the

other creative disciplines demonstrating, if they are demonstrating
anything at all, the irrational and inevitable non-intelligibility of
an approach dominated by a wholy subjective attitude, it might be more

than a victory for philosophic speculation if natures were to reappear
as a meaningful way of understanding the subjective and its relation

to the real world.
To have recourse to scholastic terminology in our discussion

carries with it the danger of having to calcify our conceptions in a

too-abstract framework—the essentialism which dominated the com

mentators of Saint Thomas easily lends itself to a rigid mechanism.
In such a system poetic intuition cannot exist 'in system' but must
either divorce itself entirely (as in the Middle Ages) or be subsumed

in the conceptualized, divisions.

The mental discipline and ordered

divisions are a help to discursive reasoning, but the abstractive
nature of the method immobilizes the idea and hence nature comes to

be defined as "Essence in operation--hardly meaningful.

If, however,

nature is taken as a dynamic impulse inherent in the form not as
substantial but as final form, natures can be revived.

There is in scholastic thought one opening which would allow for

dynamism in nature (this dynamistic quality is more proper to the
thought of Augustine) which Professor Gilson has shown in emphasizing
a distinction which Thomas held but few recognized in his own time:

the distinction of essence and existence.

Assuming the validity of

the distinction will make possible a reconciliation of the divorce

suite initiated by Plato; by introducing the distinction into tra
ditional Epistemology and Rational Psychology the "To Be" of Thomas

opens the way for dynamism in nature.

A discussion in this epistem

ological context is necessary if the intelligible content of poetic
intuition is to hold its ground with the products of discursive reason.

If it can be shown that the act of existence

in the knowing

act is apprehended primarily in time and nature it will follow that

the first apprehension of the intellect is not abstract essence but
is an apprehension of an existent dynamic nature.

"To be a something," implies two things: that a substance has
form (essence) and the it exists; the actualization of a form is the

first act which sets the being in motion—the act of substantial form

and prime matter and the subsequent acts and potencies.
ef
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The first act

of matter and form is existence; this is not to say that once a being is
that the act of existing remains only as first act; from the nature of

contingent being (that it need not be) it is obvious that the "Act of

Acts" must concur with every form and potency of the being thus it is
unnecessary that this act be more than one and need be bound to no
category and can explain the consequent acts without recourse to mul

tiplication.

If this be the case, the primary assertion of the

knower

"Something is," is more properly stated "Something is ’ising1."

The intellect is a passive potency dependent on being in act to

actualize its ability to know, for nothing in potency is moved to act

unless by another already in act ; it should follow from the nature
of essence (the product of abstraction) as a derivative that not essence
but existence must be the act which sets the intellect in motion

in the order of nature.
Knowledge as a product or term regardless of its kind affords a
common activity and goal for the purpose of study (knowledge here is any

activity of intellection which results in meaning)

from which

study

it can be seen through apprehension that the primacy of existence is

overwhelming.

Necessary to the study is the assumption that man attempts

through knowledge to be all things but that this attempt is in the nature
of a drive toward coincidence.

The intellect when first confronted with an object sees it as
other-than-self

and in following with its nature and the nature of

knowledge it falls to the intellect to subsume the object

into some

intelligible context; that the process involves abstraction need not
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be disputed but the abstract content need not be present to consciousness.

It is a fallacy to believe that the mind is capable of reason only on the
conscious level especially if through introspection the awareness of

apprehensions of objects in motion toward the observer are analizedj
what is important is the status of the "idea" in relation to the intellect

not the controversy over theories of abstraction.
Introspection will also lead one to the conclusion that attention

is selective (the source of the selectivity need not be discussed here)

and guided by what will be called the intentional existence of the
the

subject (the drive toward coincidence individualized in the person

which accounts for the specific attributes and direction of existence
as founded upon the meaning intellect has derived from reality).

Attendant to this facet of attention is the presence of reality—a
reality composed of existents actualizing their forms and intruding upon

every level of human existence.

If coincidence holds true in. the search

for meaning and attention is selective then the existence of such
meaning is

first in the order of apprehension if only as a condition

which the intellect must first be aware in order to achieve its ends.
If existence is so prime is it possible to maintain the sub-

stantialism of Aristotle and Thomas?

If it is true that the act of

existence is bound by no catagory it is neither divisable or capable
cf distinction of order but is it more than a condition of being?

There

would be no problem if being were not contingent but with contingency

existence when related to individuals takes on an aspect which does
not allow essence to be substantial form.
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Given potency and act and

and... tile fact that contingent being develops or regresses it could be

said that a being is most fully when it is most properly actualized*

As first act existence is bound to the dynamism of development, and as
continuous act it is also bound; the real question is whether existence

has a telic intelligibility.

If existence is not static then the

finality of existents is implicit;

if this be the case development

of individuals (metaphysicaly speaking) comes more from a 'puli' than
a 'push' that the final derivations of potencies from matter come not

from substantial form but from final.

This would be so from the nature

of the effect residing in the cause, and from the implicit direction

of the cause itself.

This may be giving to much credit to such an

obscure act as existence which will have to be taken into account at

a later date.
It would not be terribly unreasonable then to conclude that from

existence a dynamistic nature can be derived and a mechanistic essence
rejected; this will have definite effects in relation to poetic
intuition regarding natures and the human condition.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE OBJECT OF POETIC INTUITION

The poetic intuition as a spiritual faculty cannot be des

cribed. except in its operations, and operations are seen in terms

of the object of the operable faculty; Jacques Maritain in Creative
Intuition in Art and-Poetry describes the object of the faculty of
intuition.

An obscure knowledge through inclin
ation—born in the pre-conscious of
the spirit--in which the world is
known in and through the subjectivity
grasped both together and inseperably
by means of an emotioj become inten
tional and intuitive.

But Poetic knowledge implies that
kind of invasion of things into the
pre-conscious night of the spirit,
near the center of the soul, through
emotion and affective union, by means
of which poetic intuition is born;
and it knows things as one--intentionally one, but one—with the self
as resounding in the subjectivity.

The numinous qualities of intuitive knowledge in their dynamistic
relation to the pre-consciousness of Maritain points to a faculty
much like Otto's Faculty of Divination.

The apprehended object is

not an essence as merely an object of abstraction but as operative

in all its determinations as a singular;
haeciety.

more properly a Scotian

The subject posited-in-relation-to is fundamentally an

identification of two dynamic natures (the poet as attempting
coincidence and the apprehended as a telic activity!), the product
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of which is a silent expression of an intelligible content which now

becomes a condition of the poet's own activity.

There is a very real

knowledge attained in poetic intuition but not of the discursive type;

the poet's knowledge is to become fixed as it were to another facet,

another part, of being.

Without pushing the point to its extremes, it

is not an essence which the poet partakes but a quality of existence.

The drive for coincidence is not a search for essence but an attempt

through knowledge to bridge the canyon of essence and existence; the
intuition of the poet brings him one step closer to the ground of being

in its infinite and incomprehensible status.

The unity achieved in

poetic intuition is more of an intursion of the poet into the community

or horizon of being; if it is existence and not form which the poet first

apprehends the identification which takes place is a concurrence in the
intentional order rather than the intellectual at its first moment

and deepens progressively as intellect unfolds the intelligible content
of the reality.

The intelligible content of the insight, whether it

be poetic or inductive, is entirely of the non discursive order:

the

opposition which characterized the abstract concept does not exist
here for the content of the insight is directly related to the very

existence of the person, hence, the ability of these insights to
elicit acts and the perpetual truth of the statement "Knowledge is not
Virtue."

The affective union or emotion is a direction of the dynamism

of the subjective nature itself.

The pre-conscious of the spirit

of the intellect is not a chaos of disjointed impressions from which
a selective consciousness draws out at will but a substrate of
intellectual and intentional activity.
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CHAPTER II

CONDITIONS AND DIRECTIVES OF INTELLECTION

IN POETIC INTUITION

As dynamism in nature continues to direct being in reaching its
intended actuality the human condition and its relation to exterior
reality has changed constantly; much of this change has been in the

subject rather than what the subject encounters in the extra-mental

reality:

the changes which are commonly called progress are a com

bination of psycho-social alterations which have an interior and

exterior relation in connection with the poet and hence will be

discussed at a later date.
De Chardin speaks of the convergence at point Omega of the
noosphere; Bergson speaks of an elan vitale as a mushrooming life

force; Ortega y Gasset sees the polis

as the first movement by man

to create a world within a world--in a sense civilisation is a
buffer state between man and the other--all point to the evidence

of a developing consciousness in which the transcendentals and
essential truths of ancient civilization undergo change.

The progression of the human spirit has several marked char
acteristics for guaging its development through the periods of

human development.

Literature affords one of the best markers,

since this form of expression reflect not only individual insight
but also contains implicitly a reflection of attitudes and con
ditions of judgement
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Before literature is discussed as a barometer of human under

standing the content of literature in its most general considerations
must be taken up.

The process of the intellect as a spiritual entity must

be one with its own self and with its term.
For both reason and intuition the term is meaning, reason and

intuition both being faculties of intellection, but as has been said
meaning is the expression or termination of both faculties and in turn

may become a data for further reflection by these two powers of
understanding.

Meaning

spirals invertedly increasing horizontaly

and verticaly in a relation of dimensions; it is an endless folding-in-

on- itself, a consumptive process feeding on itself in a progression

from being a datum for further depth of meaning.

As the spiral con

tinues and synthesis deepens, the demancLfor expression and activity
heightens and carries with it a compulsion to lose one's self in
either joy or the chaos of dispair.

Both philosophy and intuition attempt to find meaning by means
of a reflective consciousness; this being the case, the distinctions

between philosophy and theology become only nominal and Metaphysics

becomes andintuitive process.

The ancient idea of the holy included

both the philosopher and the poet, so in considering further the

developments of what will be called the reflective self consciousness
no real attempt will be made to distinguish the two modes of intellect.

Philosophy and poetry when placed in the context of meaning
easily can be adequate! with the ancient idea of religio:
concept of religio, cult is not included.
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in

the

The sense involvement in a

telic existence and the demand for a response to this felt apprehension
is primitive and fundamental in man.

Religio in this sense entails a

humility toward being and a receptivity toward the felt direction of

being.

Kindred to Religio is wonder, by no means the exclusive

property of philosophers, which can be considered an attitude which is
prior to Religio

questioning being with a sly smile and silent joy

that preceeds the serenity of the magnitude

produces.

of being which Religio

Both cousins are the refinement of man's compulsion for

coincidence,

more of an accomodation of the person

as contingent

to the insurmountable fact of man's divided nature.
The individual person has always existed in a conscious relation

ship with the other; which relationship intthe begining existed as an
opposition to be overcome.

As our period no longer exists in the same

context, the heroes of the sagas and epics could no longer exist or function
nor could there be anyone to sing their praise.
Inplicit in all relationships with the other are various pre-

conscious or conscious data.

Eternity, the first of the implications,

has been recognized under numerous aspects::

first a duration—whether

cyclic or telic--which for the individual has a content with which
consciousness when confronted with such eternity was hard pressed to
accomodate itself, secondly, a quality possessed by the transcendentals a notion We have yet to remove from our attitudes.
In early literature the sagas and epics reflected an apprehension

of a timeless duration which forced the individual to exist in two

divisions:

to exist as a person (itself nofa very important thing to
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ancient thinkers) and. to exist "as a part" to use the distinction
of Tillich.

Concurrent with the apprehension of eternity was a realization

of life and death and a verbal expression of a governor of human
existence: fate.
For ancient as well as contemporary minds eternity is a fascinating

data of experience; however, eternity without Judeo-Christian revelation or
Eastern aestheticism is a perplexing apprehension to a mind bent on
cetraintyand security but always aware of contingency.

In the face of

such an apprehension man tried to attach himself to the eternal through
eternity of the species or in some alliance with the memory of man (in

this respect Uno Muno is certainly stoic).

Regardless of the attempts

made, the ancient world was tied to the conviction of the absolute

transcendence of eternity and man's inability to effectively bridege the

gap.
This concept of absolute and unmoving eternity had

an effect

on the concept of transcendental beauty and truth, both came to
possess order, harmony, clarity, and brilliance: it existed apart from

man, and the poet could in no way possess or approach the transcendental
unity of existence.

Art as an imitation of nature in assense limited

much of art to the idea of form rather than the importance of content;

this did not stop masterpieces from being written, but may have

curtailed development of human insight and thought.

The person could

not perdure as subject in this world, hence consciousness could not
come to grips with being.

In the ancient situation an acquiesence and

accomodation was the only reasonable solution to a world without finality.
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With the infusion of Christian revelation into the western
world, meaning for the person became directional and filled wiih an
intelligible content.

The anxiety caused by a non-telic position

and its accompanying frustration could be vitiated in a union of person
and eternity with a preservation of the individual.

Once the possibility

of individual transcendence was posited, the reflective self-conscious
ness reached as it were a new plateau from which it could operate.
Without the total acceptance of Christian revelation the best blend

the pagan world could made was a Neo-Platonic gnosticism of Plotinus.
The unity of the ancient world was a unity of kind; the unity
of the Christian civilisation is a unity of common goal: finality as
an object or goal of being is now a condition which the poetic intuition

takes into account.

With the founding of the Middle Ages mysticism

and reson split human existence in two and live4in a compromising

situation; this situation

came not from Christian doctrine, but from

the platonic elements of the early fathers of the church.

What will

always amaze the historian is the failure of Thomas’ doctrine of

existence in the schools of the Middle Ages; the doctrine of existence

never developed enough to liberate art from the essentialistic
esthetics which dominated the period.

The loss for art was the

irrational or anti-rational status of the poetic intuition

it of much of its meaningful intelligibility:

depriving

this situation has yet

to be remedied in general scholastic circles.

The periods following the Middle Ages fared no better in their

quest for understanding the nature of the poet; with the decline of
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scholastic thought and the rise of the purely rational and the

anti-rational, the metaphysical and spiritual unity of the intellect

was severely shattered and hence reflective consciousness mirrored
chaos in Pascal, Montaigne, the Romantics, and now the modern travellers
in the wasteland.

Only in the last decade has the unification widened

its front in counter-poise to the final conclusions of the extremes of
reason and intuition.

The determinations of the ancient world are still the determinations

of the modern mind, but confronted with an acceptance or rejection of
finality, the two tables of Arthur Eddington, and the recognition,

explicitly of the influence of finality in Theology the determinations
have lost their rigidity and are open again to a deepening of meaning.

The Heraclitian flux which dominates modern thinking will force a
change in the concepts of the content of Metaphysics which science
actually hunts in the same preserve as poetic intuition.
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